OPENING the ABYSS with CERN – Part Three

I have talked about CERN before but I believe I needed to speak about it again because it goes right along with the experiments that the government and military were doing out at Montauk. They have never stopped, just gotten more advanced. We really need to be aware of what they are doing and how close we are to the Lord’s return. I talked about what CERN is and what they are up to where they are located and all of that in my previous message

Lucifer –Vatican Telescope & CERN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kDDrdAfmKcg

Let’s go deeper into this today.

The elite are spinning it as a very cool thing. You see celebrities in commercials about it and wearing it on their clothes

Rihanna “channeling” Olivia Pope from the TV show Scandal

and in their videos and on album covers
Morgan Freeman visiting CERN

Of course the celebrities are owned and controlled by the elite so they are helping to market it as a good thing.

Dancing with the Stars and CERN
Bee hives have been associated with the Freemasons as a symbol of teamwork and industriousness. This is also a symbol for what is called the hive mind, where there is a shared or collective consciousness. All working together toward one goal.

**Rev. 17:13** – These have one mind, and shall give their power and strength unto the beast.

Marian apparitions

"We would follow the children and kneel in the middle of the field. Lucia would raise her hands and say, 'You bade me come here, what do you wish of me?' And then could be heard a buzzing that seemed to be that of a bee. I took care to discern whether it was the Lady speaking." - Fatima witness Maria Carreira, quoted in Heavenly Lights.

"I heard a sound, a din, such as a great fly makes inside an empty water pot." - Manuel Marto, Fatima witness and father of Jacinta and Francisco.
"Mr Manuel Marto explained to us that, during the entire duration of the appearance, those present heard an indefinable sound, like that which is heard next to a hive, but altogether more harmonious, even though words were not heard." - Italian priest Humberto Pasquale, investigator of the Fatima event.
Bees at the apparition of Fatima – satanic

Pope’s beehive hat
Lady Gaga – Bee head and wings
Deut. 1:44 – And the Amorites, which dwelt in that mountain, came out against you, and chased you, as bees do, and destroyed you in Seir, even unto Hormah.

Isaiah 7:18 – And it shall come to pass in that day, that the LORD shall hiss for the fly that is in the uttermost part of the rivers of Egypt, and for the bee that is in the land of Assyria.

We see that the LORD uses bees for judgment, and satan always does the opposite of God. Remember satan is patient in working his plan to draw others away from God. It took many years and man hours to build CERN, it is a massive facility and machine.
Monitors at CERN

Movie Star Gate
CERN'S Star Gate/Portal
Remember satan lies, they say they are looking for the “God Particle” but really they are looking for hell. Paul Begley interviewed Mike from “From Around the World” and this is what they discussed. Mike said they are trying to go back to the beginning and find the “glue” that is holding everything together. But they are looking for the glue before it has dried. Essentially they will never find this “glue” because what is holding everything together is God’s spoken Word.

**Heb.1:3** – Who being the brightness of His glory, and the express image of His person, and **upholding all things by the word of His power**, when He had by Himself purged our sins, sat down on the right hand of the Majesty on High.

This LGH (Large Hadron Collider) accelerates particles and collides them. Stephen Hawkins
Stephen Hawking warns that artificial intelligence could end the human race.

He was an atheist and has intelligence on Einstein’s level. He said this could pose grave dangers to our planet. The God particle found by CERN could destroy the universe. Dr. Stephen Hawking recently warned that the reactivation in March of CERN’s large hadron collider could pose grave dangers to our planet...the ultimate reality check we are warned. Hawking has come straight out and said the ‘God particle’ found by CERN “could destroy the universe” leaving time and space collapsed.

With the reopening of CERN's 'large hadron collider' in March of 2015, two leading and well respected, theoretical physicist and cosmologist Stephen Hawking and Astrophysicist Neil de Grasse Tyson, have recently issued independent warnings that, when looked at through the eyes of the supernatural war taking place right now upon our planet Earth between the forces of good and evil, sends us a clear message: "This is it!".

Stephen Hawking warning

CERN and LEP tunnel indicated

Cern is a 17 mile long accelerator that is 300’ below the surface of the ground. It is situated between France and Switzerland. I just want to state my opinion here, I do not believe this complex detailed machine was built by man alone. We have been learning that the government and military have been working with aliens for a very long time. Who are demons that are trying to destroy God’s creation. You now by the time they came out to the public with CERN that they had already had trial and errors that we don’t even know what all that caused.
It is interesting to note that there are 8 legs which form a type of 8 pointed star. The 8 point star is also known as the Star Disc of Ishtar (Babylonian).

The Sumerians used an arrangement of lines as a symbol for both star and God. The linear eight-point star represented the goddess Inanna, Sumerian queen of the heavens and Ishtar (Astarte), the Babylonian goddess known as “The Lightbringer.” An eight-point star enclosed within a circle was the symbol for the sun god. The “Babylonian star-cult is the core and the archetype of subsequent astrology.” It is also known as the star of chaos, out of chaos – order. And it is representative of the sun god.

Mike said, “NWO loves chaos, like an atom exploding, out of order.”
1 Cor.14:33 – For God is not the author of confusion, but of peace, as in all churches of the saints.

8 point star

A titan and a god – holding the world on his shoulders.

This is coming from Gen.6:4 – where the sons of God (watcher angels) came down and procreated with women. Giants, called nephilim were their offspring. They may have sometimes been mistaken for gods as they were not 100% human and not 100% angel. They were trying to taint the bloodline so Jesus could not come.

Isaiah 9:6 – For unto us a Child is born, unto us a Son is given: and the government shall be upon His shoulder: and His name shall be called Wonderful, Counselor, The Mighty God, The everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace.
Alice in Wonderland is often used in the occult world for its symbolism.
Movie “Alice in Wonderland” made by Disney

Where they are doing the experiment, strange things are happening, paranormal things. Apparitions, ghosts and demonic spirits are manifesting. Mike said, “There will be consequences, once you bring dark matter into this realm where we can see it and observe it, it attracts things from the other realm.”

It increases paranormal activity around where it is contained. Once they had some dark matter that they brought into a university and there were too many negative effects happening. They had to move it to a deep underground facility.

These scientists usually are atheists and don’t believe in God and their god is satan and they are trying to reach him. They are playing around with portals. This is the same thing Nimrod was doing in Gen.11: 4 – And they said, Go to, let us build us a city and a tower, whose top may reach unto heaven: and let us make us a name, lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth.
Gen.11:6-7 – And the LORD said, Behold, the people is one, and they have all one language; and this they begin to do: and now nothing will be restrained from them, which they have imagined to do. Go to, let us go down, and there confound their language, that they may not understand one another’s speech.

**GOD WAS NOT IN APPROVAL.**

Gen.28:11-17 – the gate of heaven...

Here we see God showed Jacob this amazing place of His own free will and Jacob had no idea any of this was even there. We must approach God the right way.

Eccl.1:9 – The thing that has been, it is that which shall be; and that which is done is that which shall be done: and there is no new thing under the sun.

Researcher William Henry stated that there has been a stargate machine before in ancient Egyptian times. This stargate machine was used by Seth and Osiris. It was called ta-wer “Osiris device” and it was placed in the Osirion underground below the Seti temple in Abydos. The LHC can open wormholes, it is producing enough energy to open a black hole. Some students toured CERN and took pictures of Sanskrit written on panels inside CERN. Sanskrit is the language of ancient gods. This could only be occultic, possibly spoken before starting the things up. They suspect they may be trying to bring the Annunaki back to earth.
They have made a part of CERN to look like the ring around Shiva. **Correction – this part of the LHC is made to look like the Mayan Calendar.**

LHC – the word Hadron, could it be from a root of hades? Which is hell. In December of 2012, believed to be the end of the age according to the Mayan calendar, they turned on the LHC to 75% power. This is the winter solstice which is the time of year that occultist celebrate and worship the sun god. When they did this all around the town and area where they are located, demons began to manifest.

Video on previous Stargate

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsDgO1412-s

Stargates in the past ((I do not agree with the spiritual focus not being on God in this website))

http://humansarefree.com/2015/03/cern-and-war-on-consciousness.html
The Hindu god Shiva is sitting at CERN, doing the “dance of destruction.” Shiva always has a 3rd eye and a snake with him among other things.

It seems that they are trying to open the bottomless pit or the abyss. **Rev. 9:1-3** – And the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star fall from heaven unto the earth: and to him was given the key of the bottomless pit: And he opened the bottomless pit; and there arose a smoke out of the pit, as the smoke of a great furnace; and the sun and the air were darkened by reason of the smoke of the pit. And there came out of the smoke locusts upon the earth: and unto them was given power, as the scorpions of the earth have power. **Rev9:11** – And they had a king over them, which is the angel of the bottomless pit, whose name in the Hebrew tongue is abaddon but in the Greek tongue hath his name apollyon.
Notice they are insinuating he is a god. GOAT = god of all things (that is code for satanists)
Yes, it is all spiritual. They are mocking God.

**Gal.6:7** – Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap.

These physicist are some of the smartest people in the world that are working on this thing. When they started it up in 2012, they did it on the winter solstice which is December 21, 2012. All kinds of demonic activity began to happen.
around the area, people were going insane. Paul Begley said, “the scientist didn’t know what they were seeing but they could not deny the reality of it. The spirit realm is real, both sides the good and bad.

Tom Hanks and Ron Howard visit CERN promoting the movie “Angels and Demons”
Lego Dimensions announcement trailer:

This was a little clip alluding to CERN. I just want to do a quick rundown of how many satanic things I saw in this.
Pandora’s box, energy radiating off the pieces, house flying at tv screen from Oz, opened a dimensional vortex, out comes a wizard, batman and punk girl, tearing rifts between all the Lego worlds (sounds like Montauk Project), they referred to him as a “goodly giant” – could be hinting at the nephilim, instantly in OZ on the brick road, flashes to a torn up city – like riots,

fire breathing dragon in a temple of sorts, all seeing eye, flying witches and monkeys and a big explosion with parts flying everywhere.

Coming this September.

CERN has a commercial where a spokesman is answering reporters or the public’s questions. He mentions black holes and gateways to the multi verse. During the
session his eyes turn to lizard eyes and he blinks sideways. Then aliens show up and start wreaking havoc and everyone screams and runs. He says, it’s possible that we’ve opened a portal to a hostile universe that is planning an invasion of earth.

Mike said, “anti-matter is very volatile, it is a product that is coming from what they are doing. 1 grain of anti-matter is equivalent to 4 Hiroshima bombs. You can’t see dark matter. It is way more powerful that the matter we can see. They have made some containment devices deep in the earth and if those devices fail there is a mega quake.” He said some have failed. Traces of higgs field is found wherever matter is not. Since 1800’s they have studied paranormal activity and know things can interact all the time. They found out anti-matter can be absorbed. Demons are attracted to anti-matter, it attracts things coming here. They are going to produce pounds of anti-matter. We can’t have an honest choice unless we have both good and evil to choose from. God gives us the choice to serve Him or not. We are pulling anti-matter out of this other dimension.

They can detect the anti-matter, it has certain characteristics. He said to get 1 pound of anti-matter would take about 10,000 years at the current rate. **Cern will be able to do it in 1 week.** When any life form is in the presence of anti-matter, the energy changes. A person has dark and light in them, you can’t exist without anti-matter. We are connected to both realms at the same time. How a person feels will determine which realm they draw from. Your body can be healed by faith, drawing from God and His realm. Soon all will be able to draw evil energy much easier. They know how much energy a person must have before they go berserk and before an entity from that realm can possess them. Not everybody can be possessed. They have to be a portal themselves to be possessed. This is what open doors are about. If you participate in satanism, the occult, séances, drugs, pornography – these kind of things open the door for demons to come right in.

Mike said, “The matter will increase and so will the dark energy signature within people. Violence, vivid dreams will surface. It has happened before.” Paul said,
“there’ll be people with superhuman strength, zombie type people.” Sounded like Mike underwent a type of experiment with something similar to this and he had to fight to keep his thoughts together. He said in an instant he was flooded with hate, anger, fear, anxiety etc. The only way to overcome is JESUS and His blood.

**Rev.12:11** – And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of their testimony; and they loved not their lives unto the death.

Mike said, ““The Wall,” pulls dark matter away, holds it back.” They call this wall the veil. Paul said it will be like 100’s of nuclear explosions beyond fusion. He said violence will increase. It will spill over into this realm.

Remember

Richard Seed
Who said, “We are going to become gods and if you don’t like it, you can get off.” He said the only way you can stop me is if you kill me and if you kill me I will kill you. He said you don’t have to participate.

Isaiah 14:14 – I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the Most High.

666 – Rev.13:18 – Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is six hundred threescore and six.
From very early times in Egypt the sun and the moon were regarded as the eyes of the great falcon god **Horus**, though the two eyes eventually became differentiated, with the left eye (the "Eye of Horus") often being regarded as the
symbol of the moon and the right eye (the "Eye of Re") being that of the sun.
Eye of Horus in CERN
http://www.touregypt.net/featurestories/eyeofhorusandre.htm#ixzz3kGNT4Ncd

Reminds me of Rev.9:20-21 – they just don’t want to repent

2 Cor. 2:11 – Lest satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his devices.

Prov.12:2 – A good man obtains favor of the LORD: but a man of wicked devices will He condemn.

Prov. 1:31 – Therefore shall they eat of the fruit of their own way, and be filled with their own devices.

Richard Seed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3PxvCkuiwQ

Bee symbols

CERN/NWO INTERDIMENSIONAL BEINGS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUIr3yUb0bg&list=PLnZ974mrg_PF3a6buh71YvFvZ853iz54f&index=2

Lego Dimensions Trailer – Extended Version
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kmnrwfDewo

CERN / Symbolism and explanations – Nicholson1968 Video 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aD-bn_Ljd8

CERN / Symbolism and explanations – Nicholson1968 Video 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujPfm5vTx9Y